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Bake Your Own Cake
Ingredients
100g sugar
100g
self raising flour
100g Butter
2 eggs

You also need...
x2 Cake tins
Mixing bowl
Whisk
Sieve
Mixing spoon
Oven gloves
Oven
Cooling rack

Instructions
Heat the oven to 180 degrees / Gas 4
Grease the inside of both pans using butter
Add sugar to the the mixing bowl
Add softened butter to the mixing bowl and
mix together using a large spoon
Crack both eggs into a separate dish & beat
using a whisk - once done add to mixing bowl
and mix together
Sieve the flour into the mixing bowl and mix
together
Add mixture evenly to both pans
Add pans into the oven
Cook for 25 - 30 minutes
To check if your cake is cooked - insert a
skewer into the middle of the cake - if it comes
out clean it is cooked!
Remove from the oven using oven gloves and
let it cool in the pans for 10 minutes
Remove the cakes from the pans and let them
cool on a cooling rack
Add a jam filling of your choice and decorate
however you like with lots of tasty things!

Make Your Own Tractor
Cut out the shapes and see if you can make a tractor out of them
(ask a grown up to help with the scissors)

Can you draw Bert in his tractor?

Can you remember all the colours in the
rainbow?

Cherry loves to sing her rainbow song.
Can you remember all the colours in the
rainbow?
R_________________
O_________________
Y_________________
G_________________
B_________________
I_________________
V_________________

Can you colour in the picture?

Can you match the animals to
things Bert collects on his
farm?

What noises do these animals
make?

duck

COW

SHEEP

CAT

GOAT

MOUSE

Can you trace these pictures to
draw your own animals?

HORSE

CHicken

